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When do professional psychologists need
professional programmers' tools?

HOWARD L. KAPLAN
Addiction Research Foundation, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

It is fairly straightforward to write a small program for a small computer, even using a rela
tively slow and unstructured language such as BASIC. However, current experiments in psy
chopharmacology require the system integration and data management services provided by large
programs running on 256K microcomputers, and the efficient development of such programs re
quires the use of structured languages such as Pascal.

One of the occupational disadvantages suffered by many
psychologists is that most of their professional contacts
are with other psychologists. When they are practicing
the craft of psychology, such contacts can provide fully
up-to-date guidance in the exercise of that craft. However,
when psychologists need to practice the craft of comput
ing, they may not recognize the relevance ofcurrent trends
in computing craft. While it is clear to most psycholo
gists that faster, less expensive, more reliable computer
hardware is clearly of benefit, it may not be equally clear
that recent developments in programming languages and
software development environments are of equal benefit.
In particular, psychologists may imagine that tools such
as data dictionaries, structured programming, and lan
guages more sophisticated than BASIC are necessary only
for the development of large programs, but that less
sophisticated tools will adequately serve psychologists
who generally need only small programs. In this paper,
I discuss some of the recent uses of laboratory computers
at the Addiction Research Foundation in Toronto, to show
how our needs led to the development of rather large pro
grams, and to describe some of the tools that make the
construction of such large programs practical.

FREDL is an operant conditioning system that was de
veloped during 1984 for conducting animal experiments
in psychopharmacology (Kaplan, 1985). Some of the de
sign objectives were: (1) To run eight Skinner boxes
simultaneously from a single computer, but not necessarily
on the same schedule. (2) To provide real-time keyboard
setting of parameters, such as reinforcement criteria.
(3) To provide a continuous screen display of important
variables and totals, such as bar presses, reinforcements,
seconds remaining until reinforcement availability, and
elapsed session time. (4) To allow individual subjects to
be activated or deactivated without interfering with the
control of other subjects' boxes. (5) To provide detailed
recording on disk of all individual responses for subse
quent analysis. (6) To provide automatic hardcopy cu-
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mulative records and totals for all subjects using a single
dot-matrix printer rather than a set of special-purpose cu
mulative recorders.

The hardware was based on the IBM PC, with 256K
of RAM, two disk drives, a monitor, an Epson FX-l00
printer, and a partially home-built digital interface. Some
of the critical features of the hardware for this applica
tion were the reasonably fast speed of the processor, the
large memory size (compared, for example, to Apple or
8-bit CP/M systems), and the interfacing of the disks us
ing direct memory access (DMA) hardware.

One fairly obvious use of the large memory is to hold
a rather complex program that offers all of the features
listed above. In fact, the compiled code takes up almost
64K, not including data area, stack space, or the resident
parts of the DOS operating system. However, large
memory also allows two less obvious advantages. First,
data can be stored in the form that allows the quickest
processing rather than the most compact storage, allow
ing us to choose speed in the recurring speed-for-space
tradeoff. Second, large memory allows for large I/O
buffers, areas that hold data en route to or from disk or
other peripherals. In FREDL, such a buffer holds the
backlog of individual event data that the box-control pro
gram needs to transfer to the disks, and data can be put
into this buffer (a relatively fast operation) even when the
system is too busy processing simultaneous responses on
several boxes to write data from that buffer to disk (a rela
tively slow operation). When response rates are low and
the consequent computational load has dropped, the disk
writing can catch up to the generation of data.

DMA refers to the way that data is moved from memory
to disk. The operant system requires that other ongoing
activity be interruptible every 100 msec to service the
boxes. Computers such as the Apple and most CP/M
machines devote the processor to servicing the disk dur
ing disk transfers, and therefore cannot be interrupted at
such times. Because typical disk operations take longer
than 100 msec, and must occur when a specific portion
ofthe disk is passing the magnetic heads, the conflict be
tween the disk's and the boxes' demands makes disk trans
fers during an experiment impossible on such computers.
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However, with DMA hardware, such as is found on the
IBM PC, the part of the disk control that is managed by
the 8088 CPU is interruptible, because a second proces
sor handles the time-critical parts of the disk transfers.

The original intention was to code all but the time
critical portions ofFREDL in BASIC. Fortunately, I dis
covered the virtues of an alternate language, PASCAL,
early in the development process, and thereby saved a
great deal of time and trouble. Let us consider some of
the common beliefs that lead psychologists to program
experiments in BASIC: (1) On most microcomputers,
BASIC is not a third-party product, but is sold by the same
company providing the hardware. Therefore, it ought to
work better than third-party products. (2) BASIC is easy
for non-computer-specialists to learn and use. (3) BASIC
is implemented in a pleasant, interactive development en
vironment. (4) It is easy to hire students or others to work
in BASIC. (5) BASIC is portable from computer to com
puter. Of these five points, only the fifth is arguable: Par
tially incompatible dialects of BASIC abound, and the in
compatibilities tend to be centered around the features
most important for experimental control. There are also
some widely-held beliefs about the deficiencies of BASIC:
(1) BASIC is slow, especially when interpreted rather than
compiled. (2) Properly-commented BASIC source con
sumes too much memory. (3) Earlier implementations of
BASIC could not use more than 64K for source and data,
limiting possible program size. Even if we accept the va
lidity of these beliefs, there is a countervailing belief sug
gesting that the previous beliefs are rapidly becoming ir
relevant: Computer hardware is becoming faster and
cheaper: therefore, it will soon be possible to buy a com
puter than can run an arbitrarily large BASIC program
at any necessary level of speed. It is true that hardware
costs are dropping precipitously while speed is increas
ing. If the real problems with BASIC were the ones out
lined above, then the passage of time would quickly solve
them. However, the real problem with BASIC is related
to program size in a way that has nothing to do with the
capacity of current computers to accommodate it: BASIC
is an inadequate language for controlling development of
any program much larger than a couple of pages of source
code.

In some ways, contemporary BASIC is an improvement
over its ancestors, such as early versions of FORTRAN.
Variable names can be long enough to be meaningful,
character-string handling is adequate for many tasks, and
the interactive development environment is much more
pleasant than an edit-compile-test cycle. However, typi
cal versions of BASIC lack adequate tools for program
and data structuring. Even versions of BASIC that sup
port structured program-control statements, in the sense
of IF-THEN-ELSE and CASE alternatives to GOTO
statements, lack contemporary tools for structuring data
and data names.

Consider a very simple example of the problem of struc
turing data: a list of 10 paired associates for a memory
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task. In BASIC, the list might be dimensioned as follows:

10 DIM PAIR$(10,2)

where PAIR$(n,I) is the stimulus word and PAIR$(n,2)
is the desired response word. If the list is to be rearranged
between trials, perhaps to place the unlearned pairs at the
beginning of the list, then the movement of any pair con
sists oftwo separate operations, the moving of the stimu
lus and the moving of the response. There is no concept
within BASIC of the pair as an entity which can be either
broken down further to individual word components or
treated as a unified entity when necessary. If we want to
add a third component, the number of times the pair has
been remembered correctly, we cannot even use the same
array name PAIR$, but must instead create a parallel
structure using the same subscripts, but holding a differ
ent kind of information:

10 DIM COUNT (10)

The dimension 10 recurs in both arrays, but nothing in
the language clearly demonstrates that the recurring 10
is a structural necessity rather than a coincidence. At best,
the integer 10 can be replaced with a name such as
NOFPAIRS, relating the two arrays but still leaving them
as separate data objects:

10 NOFPAIRS=1O : DIM PAIR$ (NOFPAIRS,2),
COUNT (NOFPAIRS)

In a language like Pascal, however, an array of triples
can be defined easily, where each triple contains a string
stimulus, a string response, and an integer count:

type pairinfo = record
stimulusword,
responseword: string[l6];
count: integer;
end;

var pairlist: array[l..lO] of pairinfo;

Later in the program, we can refer to an entire three
component object pairinfo[j] or to any of its components,
such as pairinfo[j].stimulusword.

The question of how one names structures is only a
small part of what distinguishes one language from
another. The difficulty of using BASIC for large, serious
projects is well known; computer magazines and journals
have provided reviews of the advantages of modem com
puter languages. I would like to discuss the relevance of
such arguments, by showing what might be accomplished
with a program of more than two pages, one whose 5000+
lines of source code in its current incomplete state abso
lutely require some adequate tools for mangement of the
variables and routines referred to in that source. This pro
gram is called SMS, the Scheduled Measurement System,
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and is designed to measure the performance of humans
in experiments on the effects of drugs and alcohol. A typi
cal experiment includes 10 to 20 different measures, some
being tests with multiple subscales, administered 6 to 12
times on each of 1-4 test days. SMS runs on an mM PC
with 256K memory, two disk drives, two monitors split
ting the same composite output signal, an Epson FX-80+
dot-matrix printer, and a Tecmar Lab Master board for
clock control and analog and digital interfacing. The ana
log interface is used to read signals from sources such
as a joystick, cardiac electrodes, the comers of a force
platform (for measuring postural stability), and a skin ther
mometer.

One important measure within SMS is joystick track
ing, where the subject attempts to keep the image of an
airplane over the center of the image of a roadway mov
ing down the screen (Figure 1). In one way this measure
is atypical: updating the screen 60 times per second re
quires the use of an assembler-coded subroutine of about
400 bytes, called by the Pascal-eoded program every time
the screen is about to be repainted. The minimal program
in which the joystick task can be demonstrated to work,
updating the screen and displaying summary performance
statistics, takes about 250 lines of Pascal in addition to
the machine language module. The count of 5000+ lines
of code mentioned above includes only support code
shared by all measurements, but none of the individual
measurements themselves, such as the joystick tracking.
What important services, then, do the additional 5000 lines
of code provide?

Measurements do not exist in isolation; they exist as
parts of experiments that must be analyzed. Psychologists
who talk to specialists in the computer craft learn about
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Figure 1. A sample screen frame from the manual tracking
(JOYSTICK) task of SMS. The road image is 200 pixels deep, and
the distance between the edges of the road is 96 pixels. The road
moves down the screen one pixel for every screen refresh, so that
each point is on the road for 2.5 sec before and for 0.83 sec after
it passes the airplane's level. The angular position of the subject's
joystick controls the lateral velocity of the plane, which is constrained
to horizontal motion (parallel to the bottom of the screen). The de
pendent variables are the RMS (root mean square) and maximum
distance from the road center and the proportion of time that the
plane is over the road.

Scheduled Measurement System
Addiction Research Foundation

Ellperi ..nt SUR
Toronto, Ontario

Data from module JOYSTICK described on Form 3001
N Ite.name ---------------- Meaning ---------------

1 WALL TIME
1 NOMLTIME
1 ACTUTIME
1 NTESTS
1 RMSI'tEAN
1 I'tAXI'tEAN
1 PCTl'tEAN
5 RI'ISI
5 MAXl
5 PCTI

Wall time at start
No.inal elapsed time
Actual elapsed time
Nu.ber of replications
l'Iean RMS distance in pillels
I'tean peak distance in pillels
Mean percent of time over road
RI'tS distance in pillels
Peak distance in pillels
Percent of ti.e over road

For. Colu.ns Range P S

I 4 41- 44 0- 1439 N N
I 4 45- 4B -360- 1000 N N
I 4 49- 52 -360- 1000 N N
I 1 53- 53 1- 5 A N
F4.1 54- 57 0.0- 100.0 A A
F4.1 5B- 61 0.0- 200.0 A "
F4.1 62- 65 50.0- 100.0 A A
F4.1 66- B5 0.0- 100.0 P N
I 3 B6-100 0- 100 P N
F4.1 101-120 50.0- 100.0 P N

Figure 2. A portion of the data dictionary from one experiment, including the dependent variables of the manual tracking task.
The data storage formats were chosen to be suitable both for internal SMS storage and for eventual reading by SPSS-X. For each
item, the dictionary shows these attributes: N- Number of replications of the item. Itemname-Eight-eharacter-maximum name suitable
as an SPSS-X variable name. Meaning-Extended variable name. Form-Storage format: Integer, Floating, or Alpha, field width,
and number of decimal places. Columns-Location on the data record. Range- Valid values for numeric items. P-Print if Nonmiss
ing, Positive, or Always. G-Graph Never, on Fixed axes, on Autoscaled axes, or Merge graph with previous data item.
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Scheduled Me.sure••nt Syst•• Exptriunt SUR
Addiction Res.arch Foundation Toronto, Ontario
Sub j let 0002 Day 01 85/04/24 Disk Filt \SUREDIT\SUROO02.01

30011 JOYSTlCk
nil of dlY 1.36 9103 9154 10.39 'lh24 1212:1 13125 14125 15125
.Iinll 111Plid -1105 -0130 0130 hiS 2.00 3.00 4.00 5100 '100
Actull IllPled -1104 -0137 0.31 h16 2101 3.01 4101 5101 '101
MTESTS Nulblr of replicltions 3 3 3 3 3 -3 3 3 3
RtlBIIEAIl hill RM diltlllci in pblls 39.4 33.7 37.0 50.3 53.2 43.0 37.9 31.2 39.8
ftAlftEAN Nltll ptlt distlllCt ill pixiis 127.7 101.3 128.0 152.3 197.0 177.0 129.0 163.0 131.7
PCTIIEAM Nltn ptrcent of tin over rOld 11.2 86.7 83.4 71.2 70.2 83.0 82.0 83.9 79.9
RIIS1 RNB diltinci in piXlll 51.4 30.1 40.9 53.8 58.5 34.7 39.' 38.' 33.7
R"S2 33.0 37.3 34.8 43.1 47.9 59.3 34.5 32.8 43.1
RllS3 33.8 33.7 35.3 54.0 53.1 34.9 39.7 43.3 42.5
Mil Pllk distlllce in pi.lls 190 88 134 165 235 92 156 165 112
1IA12 97 117 137 132 150 273 91 138 163
1IA13 96 120 113 160 206 166 140 186 120
PCT! Perclnt of ti .. oVlr rOld 72.0 90.9 80.3 69.9 67.7 81.7 82.6 83.1 86.8
PCT2 16.4 12.5 85.4 75.0 71.3 17.8 83.4 ••4 79.7
PeTJ 15.2 86.7 84.5 68.7 71.7 89.5 80.0 80.3 73.1
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Figure 3. A portion of the end-of-day printout from one experiment, showing results from the manual tracking task. Each column
represents one test occasion, and the results include the mean values on three statistics, followed by the individual values for the three
replications contributing to the means.
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tools such as data dictionaries that document the format
and location of every data item in a computer file. Staff
at the Addiction Research Foundation have developedpro
grams to automatically convert data dictionaries into
SPSS-X data definitions and input statements, reducing
by hours or days the time necessary to begin analysis of
a large experiment (hundreds of dependent variables per
subject). Some of the services provided by SMS are data
management services based on this kind of data diction
ary. Using information coded with each new measurement
module as it is created, SMS constructs data dictionaries
in both printed form (Figure 2) and in machine-readable
form for the SPSS-X preprocessor described above. These
dictionary entries then control the disk storage and
retrieval of data. When the experiment ends, transfer of
the data to a larger computer supporting SPSS-X need not
be preceded or followed by any data format conversion
step. A related service is end-of-day printing and plot
ting of all results for the day (Figure 3), making use of
the data dictionary information to interpret and label the
data points. Should any measurement be invalid because
of equipment or procedure failure, the dictionary also al
lows the experimenters to locate and mark as invalid in
dividual items or entire test batteries; should some data,
such as drug levels in the blood, not be available until
days or weeks after the experiment, the dictionary pro
vides the information required for a data-entry package
used to add such information to the experimental record.

Another service provided by SMS is integrated time
of-day and event-within-measure time management. A sin
gle 60-Hz clock, slaved to the screen refresh cycle to al
low accurate control of visual stimulus presentations, is
the basis of both large-scale and small-scale timing. Large
scale timing is used to inform the experimenter that a se
quence of measures is due for a specific subject; when
the experimenter asks the computer to perform the bat
tery in sequence, the clock service routines provide fine
grained timing of stimuli and responses.

Different experiments will often reuse specific tests and
measures created for previous experiments, but in a differ
ent schedule. The table describing which measures occur
at which times relative to drug administration can be
created interactively by the experimenter, without the in
tervention of a programmer. This capability allows the
rapid setup and evaluation of new test cycles, especially
in drug-free pilot work, where one of the critical ques
tions is how long it takes to run a specific sequence of
measures.

As an experimenter, I am concerned with questions of
flexible control and confirmed data integrity. As a
programmer, I am concerned with questions of rapid pro-

gram maintenance and easy development of new mea
sures. This will be a very brief summary of SMS develop
ment, because this is not the appropriate occasion to
discuss some of the finer points. SMS is developed in
Turbo Pascal, the inexpensive, relatively fast compiler
available from Borland International, Inc. Although this
implementation does not avoid the edit-compile-test cy
cle, it integrates the parts of the cycle so well that they
lose much of their aversive character. About 100 lines
of the main SMS system are written in imbedded machine
code; the remainder is in Pascal itself. As near as possi
ble to the beginning of the source, an 8K block of space
is reserved for specific measure overlays; these can be
compiled independently of the remainder of SMS, by
referring only to the variables and forward definitions in
the preceding source, and will function properly when
loaded over the remainder of SMS. This is not a use of
overlays officially sanctioned in the Turbo Pascal manuals,
but when used with the proper safeguards, it greatly aids
program development.

Although I sometimes act as a psychologist, my primary
professional craft is that of a programmer-analyst and oc
casional statistician. My ambitions for the objects of my
craft probably exceed the programming ambitionsof most
people who act primarily as psychologists. Are the tools
I use relevant to occasional programmers, or are they
peculiarly useful to the truly committed programmers?
For simple experiments without serious real-time con
straints and with very little data to manage, BASIC may
be adequate today. For similar experiments in which the
only real problem is speed, either compiling the BASIC
or waiting for the next generation of hardware may pro
vide an adequate solution. However, if experiments be
come larger than about two pages of source, then the struc
turing aids provided by a language such as Pascal become
quite important. They are, in fact, more important for the
occasional programmer who is less committed to the
precepts of his or her craft than to the professional, be
cause the latter can impose some kind of structure on a
basically unstructured language more easily than can the
amateur. The use of Pascal provides an aid to code
management, the programmer's problem, which may help
him or her to a more reliable solution to data collection
and management, the experimenter's problem.
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